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1. INTRODUCTION
w . Ž n. nGiven a Caratheodory function f : a, b = C R; R “ R satisfying theÂ
Volterra property
Ž . Ž n. < <¤ for every x, y g C R; R and t g R, if x s y thenŽy‘, t x Žy‘, t x
Ž . Ž .f t, x s f t, y
consider the functional Cauchy problem
wx t s f t , x t g a, bŽ . Ž . .Ç
CPŽ .
xx s f t g y‘, a ,Ž
Ž x n Ž .where f : y‘, t “ R is a given continuous function. The problem CP ,
Ž .whose hereditary structure is induced by the Volterra property ¤ is very
w x w xgeneral; we refer to Ceppitelli and Faina 3 and Faina 5 for a complete
Ž .comparison of the hereditary structure of CP with those already studied
in literature.
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However, a functional Cauchy problem is clearly more general of a
classical nonfunctional Cauchy problem; one might wonder how far apart
these two structures are. The aim of this paper is to find the biggest class
Ž .of Caratheodory functions f for which the related CP problem can beÂ
Ž .approximated by a sequence of nonfunctional Cauchy problems CP , inn
Ž .the sense that each solution of CP is the limit of a suitable sequence of
Ž .solutions of the problems CP .n
A first attempt to solve this problem is Theorem 3.3; we give some
general conditions, mainly derived by a suitable Kamke-type function,
Ž .which imply the uniqueness for CP , such that the unique solution of
Ž . w .CP is the uniform limit on every compact subsets of a, b of the
sequence of unique solutions of suitable nonfunctional Cauchy problems
Ž .CP . Despite the restrictions stated by Theorem 3.3, the set of functionsn
f for which the related functional Cauchy problem is approximated by a
sequence of nonfunctional Cauchy problem is very big. As a consequence
w xof a generic property proved by the author in 7 , we will prove that the set
Ž .of functions f for which the problem CP can be approximated by a
sequence of nonfunctional Cauchy problems contains at least the set of
Ž .functions f whose related CP problem has uniqueness, and it is a second
category set in a suitable Caratheodory function space containing strictlyÂ
the space of continuous and bounded functions.
The conclusion of this paper is that the functional Cauchy problems of
Ž .type CP which have uniqueness are, in some sense, ``at the boundary'' of
the nonfunctional Cauchy problems.
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
ŽŽ . n.Let a - b F q‘ be given. Let C y‘, b ; R be the space of all the
Ž . ncontinuous functions mapping y‘, b into R , endowed with the com-
pact-open topology. It is well known that a complete metric d which
ŽŽ . n.provides such a topology on C y‘, b ; R can be defined by means of
the following family of seminorms:
< <p x s sup x t , n g N;Ž . Ž .n
w x Ž .tg yn , n l y‘ , b
indeed we can define d by
‘ 1
d x , y s inf 1, p x y y . 2.1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý nn2ns1
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w . ŽŽ . n. nDEFINITION 2.1. A function f : a, b = C y‘, b ; R “ R is said to
Ž .satisfy the Caratheodory conditions c provided that both the followingÂ
conditions holds:1
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . n. Ž .c f ?, x is measurable for every x g C y‘, b ; R and f t, ? is1
w .continuous for a.e. t g a, b ;
Ž . w . qc there exists a locally integrable function m: a, b “ R such2 0
< Ž . < Ž . w .that f t, x F m t for a.e. t g a, b .
w . ŽŽ . n. nDEFINITION 2.2. A function f : a, b = C y‘, b ; R “ R is said to
Ž . ŽŽ . n.satisfy the Volterra property ¤ if for every x, y g C y‘, b ; R and
w . < < Ž . Ž .every t g a, b , if x s y then f t, x s f t, y .Žy‘, t x Žy‘, t x
w . ŽŽ . n. nGiven a function f : a, b = C y‘, b ; R “ R with the properties
Ž . Ž . Ž x nc and ¤ and a continuous function f : y‘, a “ R , we consider the
following Cauchy problem
wx t s f t , x a.e. t g a, b 2.2aŽ . Ž . Ž ..Ç
xx t s f t g y‘, a . 2.2bŽ . Ž .Ž
Ž . w .A solution of the problem 2.2 in a, c is a continuous function x:
Ž . n Ž . Ž .y‘, c “ R , absolutely continuous in a, c , satisfying 2.2b , and such
c 2 Ž . Ž .that X x satisfies 2.2a a.e. in a, c .
Ž .It is immediately verified that a solution of the problem 2.2 is also a
solution of the following integral equation
¡ xf t if t g y‘, a ,Ž . Ž~ tx t sŽ . s wf a q f x , X x ds if t g a, bŽ . Ž . .H¢
a
and vice versa.
1 The concept of measurability and integrability through this paper will be always meant in
the Lebesgue sense.
2 Ž x nGiven a function y: y‘, t “ R and a t g R, with t F t F b, we put
xy s if s g y‘, t ,Ž . ŽtX y s sŽ . ½ wy t if s g t , b .Ž . .
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Ž .3. APPROXIMATION OF CP WITH NONFUNCTIONAL
CAUCHY PROBLEMS
The most general hypotheses guaranteeing the uniqueness of the solu-
Ž .tion for problem CP play a fundamental role in the main result of this
paper, Theorem 3.3. The following hypothesis is strictly connected with the
Ž .existence of extremal solutions for CP .
w . ŽŽ . .DEFINITION 3.1. A function g : a, b = C y‘, b ; R “ R is said
Ž .monotone m with respect to the functional argument if for every x, y g
ŽŽ . . w . < < w Ž . Ž .C y‘, b ; R and every t g a, b , if x F y i.e., x s F y sŽy‘, t x Žy‘, t x
Ž x. Ž . Ž .for every s g y‘, t then g t, x F g t, y .
Ž .Clearly, if a function g satisfies the property m , it satisfies also
Ž .property ¤ . The next comparison result, proved in Brandi and Marcelli
w x Ž .1 , gives as a consequence the most general uniqueness result for CP
w w x w x w xsee Brandi and Marcelli 2 , Ceppitelli and Faina 4 , and Faina 7 for a
Ž .complete discussion about the uniqueness problem for CP and the
Ž .xrelevance of the condition m .
Ž w x. w x ŽŽ . .THEOREM 3.2 Theorem 5 of 1 . Let g: t , t q d = C y‘, b ; R0 0
Ž .“ R be a function satisfying the Caratheodory conditions c and theÂ
Ž . Ž .monotonicity condition m . Let V: y‘, t q d “ R be the maximal0
solution of the Cauchy problem
wh t s g t , h a.e. t g t , t q dŽ . Ž . .Ç 0 0
3.1Ž .
xh t s f t g y‘, t .Ž . Ž 0
Ž xIf g : y‘, t q d “ R satisfies the conditions0
wg t F g t , x a.e. t g t , t q dŽ . Ž . .Ç 0 0
3.2Ž .
xg t F f t t g y‘, t ,Ž . Ž . Ž 0
then
wg t F V t t g t , t q d . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž ..0 0
w Ž .xA similar result with F replaced by G in 3.3 could be obtained by
Ž . Ž .replacing V with the minimal solution of 3.1 and F with G in 3.2 .
The next result gives some general conditions ensuring the non-functional
Ž .approximation of problem CP .
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w . ŽŽ . n. nTHEOREM 3.3. Let f : a, b = C y‘, b ; R “ R be a function satis-
Ž . Ž .fying the Caratheodory conditions c and the Volterra property ¤ . SupposeÂ
Ž . w . ŽŽ . n. < <that for each t , y g a, b = C y‘, b ; R with y s fŽy‘, ax Žy‘, ax0 0 0
w xthere exist positi¤e constants d, r, and a Kamke-type function g : t , t q d =0 0
ŽŽ . . qC y‘, b ; R “ R satisfying the following conditions:0
Ž . Ž .3.3a g ¤erifies the Caratheodory conditions c ;Â
Ž .3.3b g is monotone with respect to the functional argument;
Ž . Ž x3.3c there exists a locally integrable function a in t , t q d such0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . that g t, y F a t for a.e. t g t , t q d and all y g B 0; 2 r s z g0 0
ŽŽ . . Ž . 4C y‘, b ; R : d 0, z F 2 r ;
Ž . ŽŽ . n. t0qd t0qd Ž t0 .3.3d if x, y g C y‘, b ; R with X x, X y g B X y ; r0
then
< < < <f t , x y f t , y F g t , x y y for a.e. t g t , t q d ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0
Ž . w x3.3e the zero function is the maximal solution in t , t q d of the0 0
problem
w xh t s 3g t , h a.e. t g t , t q dŽ . Ž .Ç 0 0
xh t s 0 t g y‘, t .Ž . Ž 0
Then, there exists a sequence of nonfunctional Cauchy problems
Ž .CP n
wx t s f t , x t t g a, b ,Ž . Ž . .Ž .Çn n n
x a s f a ,Ž . Ž .n
Ž . w .such that each CP has a unique solution x in a, b and the sequencen n
Ž . ŽŽ . n. Ž .x con¤erges in C y‘, b ; R to the unique solution x of CP .n n 0
Ž .Proof. First of all, note that the problem CP has uniqueness by virtue
w x Ž .of Theorem 3.3 of 7 . The first step is to define the functions f , and ton n
Ž .prove that the related nonfunctional Cauchy problems CP has unique-n
w .ness and global existence in a, b .
n x Ž 1 .Ž . ŽŽ 1 . .Ž .xGiven z g R and t g a q i r2 b y a , a q i q 1 r2 b y a fort t
1  4 1 Ž Ž 1 .Ž . . t Ž .1some i g 0, 1 , let t g a q i r2 b y a , t be such that H 2m u dut t t t t
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1 Ž 1 .Ž .s 1 if possible, otherwise t s a q i r2 b y a ; then define the func-t t
tion
a 1¡X f s if s g y‘, tŽ . Ž t
s
a 1 a 1X f t q 2m u du z y X f tŽ .Ž . Ž .Ht t
1t t
1i t1 1if t ) a q b y a and t F s F tŽ .t t21 ~X s sŽ . st , z
1H 2m u duŽ .t ta 1 a 1X f t q z y X f tŽ . Ž .t tt
1H 2m u duŽ .t t
1i t1 1if t s a q b y a and t F s F tŽ .t t2
1¢X t if s ) t ;Ž .t , z
1 a w . n nif t s a, then define X s X f. Finally, let f : a, b = R “ R be thea, z 1
function defined
f t , z s f t , X 1 .Ž . Ž .1 t , z
Note that the function
z “ X 1 ? 3.4Ž . Ž .t , z
n ŽŽ . n. w .is continuous from R into C y‘, b ; R , for every t g a, b . Indeed, let
n 1 1 a xz “ z in R . If t s a, X s X s X f ; thus, assume that t g a qn a, z a, zn
Ž 1 .Ž . ŽŽ 1 . .Ž .x 1  4 Ž .i r2 b y a , a q i q 1 r2 b y a for some i g 0, 1 . From 2.1 , wet t t
have
1 1 < 1 1 < < <d X , X F sup X s y X s F z y z ; 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t , z t , z t , z t , z nn n
1w xsg t , tt
Ž . nthis yields the continuity of 3.4 . Furthermore, fixed z g R , the function
t “ X 1 ? 3.6Ž . Ž .t , z
w .  Ž .Ž . 4is continuous for every t g a, b _ a q ir2 b y 1 : i s 0, 1, 2 . Indeed,
Ž Ž 1 .Ž . ŽŽ 1 . .Ž ..let t “ t; if t g a q i r2 b y a , a q i q 1 r2 b y a then, for kk t t
Ž Ž 1 .Ž . ŽŽ 1 . .Ž ..sufficiently large, t g a q i r2 b y a , a q i q 1 r2 b y a andk t t
wwe have we can assume t - t otherwise we exchange the role of t and tk k
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Ž .x3in 3.7
1 1 < 1 1 <d X , X F sup X s y X sŽ . Ž .Ž .t , z t , z t , z t , zk k
1w xsg t , tt
< 1 1 <F X t y X tŽ . Ž .t , z k t , z kk
t a 1s 2m u du z y X f t 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .H t
tk
Ž 1 .for k sufficiently large is t - t which goes to zero as t “ t.t k k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 3.4 , 3.5 , 3.6 , and the Caratheodory conditions c of f , weÂ
Ž .have that f also satisfies the conditions c .1
Ž .Now we prove that the Cauchy problem CP has global existence and1
w xunicity in a, b . For proving the uniqueness, let x, y be two solutions of
Ž . w .CP in a, b and suppose that1
w xt s sup t G a: x s s y s for every s g a, t 4Ž . Ž .
Ž t .is less than b. Then, in correspondence with t , X x there exist positive
w xconstants h, r with t q h - b and a Kamke-type function g : t , t q h =
ŽŽ . . q Ž . Ž .C y‘, b ; R “ R satisfying the conditions 3.3a ] 3.3e . If we put0
< < xu t s x t y y t t g y‘, t q h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž
and if we take h - h sufficiently small, then1
X tqh1 x , X tqh1 y g B X t x ; r ;Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4therefore u g B 0; 2 r and from 3.3b and 3.3d we get
u t F x t y y t s f t , x t y f t , y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç Ç Ç 1 1
1 1 1 1< <s f t , X y f t , X F g t , X y XŽ . Ž . Ž .t , xŽ t . t , yŽ t . t , xŽ t . t , yŽ t .
F g t , u F 3g t , u . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .
3 1 w x Ž . w xSince X is constantly equal to z in t , t , the supremum in 3.7 merely over t , t ist , z k kk
1 Ž . a Ž 1.attained in s s t . For s - t , as s decreases, the value X s moves toward X f t with ak k t , z tk
1 Ž . Ž .rapidity not inferior than that of X s . Thus, the supremum in 3.7 is definitely attained int, z
s s t .k
4 Ž Ž 1 .Ž . ŽŽ 1 . .Ž .x 1By construction, if t g a q i r2 b y a , a q i q 1 r2 b y a and t ) a qt t t
Ž 1 .Ž . 1i r2 b y a then for every s, t F s F t we gett t
s t1 1< < < < < <X s y X s s x t y y t 2m u du s x s y y s 1 y 2m u dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht , xŽ t . t , yŽ t . ž /1t st
w 1 < 1 Ž . 1 Ž . < x 1 Ž 1 .Ž .if s - t then X s y X s s 0 , otherwise if t s a q i r2 b y a we gett t, xŽ t . t, yŽ t . t t
H t2m u duŽ .s1 1< < < <X s y X s s x t y y t 1 yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t , xŽ t . t , yŽ t . tž /1H 2m u duŽ .t t
t
< <F x s y y s 1 y 2m u dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Hž /s
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Ž xThus, since u ’ 0 in y‘, t , from Theorem 3.2, we get that u ’ 0 on
w x w .t , t q h , and hence we have u ’ 0 in a, b .
Ž .For proving the global existence of the solution of CP , we show that1
Ž .the successive approximations for CP 1
t1 1 wy t s f a q f s, y s ds t g a, b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .Ž .Hnq1 1 n
a
w .converge uniformly on the compact subset of a, b to the unique solution
Ž . 1 ŽŽ . n. of CP , for every choice of y g C y‘, b ; R . Indeed, let t s sup t1 0 0
Ž 1. w x4G a: y converges uniformly on a, t ; then, the inequality t G an n 0
1Ž . Ž .holds, since y a s f a for every n G 1. Assume t - b; we show thatn 0
Ž .this yields a contradiction. By the Caratheodory condition c for f , theÂ 2
Ž 1. w xsequence y is equicontinuous and locally uniformly bonded in a, tn n 0
w xand thus it is convergent on a dense subset of a, t . Then, it is well known0
Ž 1. w xthat the sequence y converges uniformly on a, t to a continuousn n 0
function yU. If we set
xf t t g y‘, aŽ . Ž
y t s 3.9Ž . Ž .U½ w xy t t g a, t ,Ž . 0
t0 1 t0 ŽŽ . n.then X y converges to X y in C y‘, b ; R . In correspondence withn
Ž t0 .t , X y there exist positive constants d, r and a Kamke-type function g :0
w x ŽŽ . n. Ž . Ž .t , t q d = C y‘, b ; R “ R satisfying the conditions 3.3a ] 3.3e .0 0
t0 1 t0 ŽŽ . n. Ž 1.Since X y converges to X y in C y‘, b ; R and y is equicon-n n n
w xtinuous on t , t q d , there are d , 0 - d F d, and n g N such that0 0 1 1 0
X t0qd 1 y1 : n G n ; B X t0 y ; r . 4 Ž .n 0
Ž t Ž . .1since H 2m u du F 1 ; furthermore, as s decreases, the minimal admissible value oft t
< Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž .x s y y s is attained when both x s and y s move toward each other along the direction
Ž . Ž .x t y y t . This means that
t
< < < <x s y y s G x t y y t 1 y 2m u duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hž /s
t Ž . w t Ž . < 1 Ž .for every s such that H 2m u du F 1 again note that if H 2m u du ) 1 then X s ys s t, xŽ t .
1 Ž . < xX s s 0 .t, yŽ t .
Therefore,
< < < 1 1 <u s G x s y y s G X s y X sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t , xŽ t . t , yŽ t .
Ž xfor every s g y‘, t .
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It is not restrictive to assume that n s 1. The next step is to prove that0
Ž 1. w xy converges uniformly on t , t q d . Putn n 0 0 1
x0 t g y‘, aŽ
w t sŽ .m , n 1 1½ < < w xy t y y t t g a, t q d ,Ž . Ž .m n 0 1
xw t s sup w t : m , n G k t g y‘, t q d . 4Ž . Ž . Žk m , n 0 1
Ž 1. w xSince y is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on a, t q d , alson n 0 1
Ž . w xw is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on a, t q d . Moreover,k k 0 1
Ž . Ž . w xit is clear that 0 F w t F w t for every t g a, t q d and everyk ky1 0 1
Ž . w xk g N, and hence, the sequence w converges pointwise on a , t q d .k k 0 0 1
Ž . w xTherefore w converges uniformly to a function w on a, t q d whichk k 0 1
Ž x w Ž 1. w xxis zero in y‘, t since y converges uniformly in a, t .0 n n 0
w xThis limit function w is absolutely continuous in t , t q d . Indeed,0 0 1
Ž .from the condition c for f , there exists a locally integrable function m:2
w . q Ž . t Ž . wa, b “ R ; then, H t s H m s ds is absolutely continuous in t , t q0 0 0 0
xd .1
From the definition of w , we havek
w t y w s F sup w t y w sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k m , n m , n
m , nGk
t t1 1
1 1F sup f ¤ , X d¤ y f ¤ , X d¤H HŽ . Ž .¤ , y Ž¤ . ¤ , y Ž¤ .n m
s sm , nGk
F 2 H t y H s ,Ž . Ž .
which implies
< < < <w t y w s F 2 H t y H s ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .hence w is absolutely continuous in t , t q d . Clearly, w g B 0; 2 r for0 0 1 k
Ž .every k and therefore also w g B 0; 2 r .
Ž . Ž .From the conditions 3.3b and 3.3d and the footnote to the relation
Ž .3.8 , we get
1 1 1 1< <f s, X y f s, X F g s, X y XŽ . Ž . Ž .s , y Ž s. s , y Ž s. s , y Ž s. s , y Ž s.my 1 ny1 my1 ny1
< <F g s, y y y F g s, wŽ .Ž .my 1 ny1 ky1
w xfor a.e. s g t , t q d and every m, n G k.0 0 1
Ž . Ž .From the condition 3.3c , since w g B 0; 2 r , we have that if D t ) 0 isk
w x w x wsufficiently small then t, t q D t ; t , t q d , a is integrable over t, t0 0 1
xq D t and
w xg s, w F a s for a.e. s g t , t q D t and every k G 1.Ž . Ž .ky1
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w xThus, for t g t , t q d and for sufficiently small D t ) 0, we get0 0 1
< 1 1 1 1 <y t q D t y y t q D t y y t q y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n m n
tqD t 1 1
1F f s, X y f s, X dsH Ž . Ž .s , y Ž s. s , y Ž s.my 1 ny1
t
tqD t
F g s, w dsŽ .H ky1
t
for m, n G k; therefore,
tqD t
< <w t q D t y w t F g s, w ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk k ky1
t
Letting k “ q‘ we obtain, from the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem,
tqD t
< <w t q D t y w t F g s, w ds. 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
t
Ž .Dividing both sides of 3.10 by D t and letting D t “ 0, we get
dw
F g t , w F 3g t , w for a.e. t g t , t q d .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1dt
Ž x w xSince w ’ 0 on y‘, t , from Theorem 3.2 we get w ’ 0 on t , t q d .0 0 0 1
Ž 1. w xThis implies that the sequence y converges uniformly on t , t q d ,n n 0 0 1
which contradicts the definition of t . Thus, we have t s b.0 0
Ž 1. USince y converges uniformly to a continuous function y on everyn n
w .compact interval of a, b , we put
xf t t g y‘, aŽ . Ž
x t sŽ .1 U½ wy t t g a, b .Ž . .
Then, from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, it follows that
t t1 1 w1lim f s, X ds s f s, X ds for every t g a, b ..H HŽ . Ž .s , y Ž s. s , x Ž s.n 1n a a
This implies that
¡ xf t t g y‘, aŽ . Ž~ tx t sŽ .1 wf a q f s, x s ds t g a, b .Ž . Ž . .Ž .H¢ 1 1
a
Ž . w .Thus, the function x is the unique solution of CP in a, b .1 1
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Ž .Now we construct the sequence of problems CP by induction. Sup-n
Ž .pose to have defined the problems CP , for j s 1, . . . , n and denote by xj j
Ž . Ž .the unique solution of CP ; then, we construct the problem CP asj nq1
n x Ž nq1 nq1.Ž . ŽŽ nq1 .follows: given zgR and t g a q i r2 bya , aq i q1 rt t
nq1.Ž .x nq1  nq1 4 nq1 Ž2 b y a for some i g 0, 1, . . . , 2 y 1 , let t g a qt t
Ž nq1 nq1.Ž . . t nq1 Ž .i r 2 b y a , t be such that H t 2m u du s 1 if possible, oth-t t
nq1 Ž nq1 nq1.Ž .erwise t s a q i r2 b y a ; then define the functiont t
nq1¡x s if s g y‘, tŽ . Žn t
s
nq1 nq1x t q 2m u du z y x tŽ .Ž . Ž .Hn t n 1
nq1t t
nq1i tnq1 nq1if t ) a q b y a and t F s F tŽ .t tnq12nq1 ~X s sŽ . st , z
nq 1H 2m u duŽ .t tnq1 nq1x t q z y x tŽ . Ž .n t n tt
nq 1H 2m u duŽ .t t
nq1i tnq1 nq1if t s a q b y a and t F s F tŽ .t tnq12
nq1¢X t if s ) t ;Ž .t , z
nq1 a w . n nif t s a, then define X s X f. Finally, let f : a, b = R “ R bea, z nq1
the function defined by
f t , z s f t , X nq1 .Ž . Ž .nq1 t , z
nq1Ž . w .The continuity of z “ X ? for every t g a, b and the continuity oft, z
nq1Ž . Ž .  Ž nq1.Ž . nq14t “ X ? in a, b _ a q ir2 b y a : i s 0, 1, . . . , 2 for everyt, z
n Ž . Ž .z g R , can be proved exactly as for 3.4 and 3.6 ; likewise, we can prove
Ž .the global existence and the unicity of the solution for CP as we didnq1
Ž .for CP . This concludes positively the induction procedure.1
Ž .The next step is to prove that the sequence x converges uniformlyn n
w .  Ž .on the compact subsets of a, b . Indeed, let c s sup t G a: x con-n n
w x4 Ž .verges uniformly on a, t ; then, the inequality c G a holds, since x a sn
Ž .f a for every n. Assume c - b; we show that this yields a contradiction.
Ž . Ž .By the Caratheodory condition c for f , the sequence x is equicon-Â 2 n n
w xtinuous and locally uniform bounded in a, c and thus it is convergent on
w x Ž .a dense subset of a, c . Then, it is well known that the sequence xn n
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w x Uconverges uniformly on a, c to a continuous function x . If we set
xf t t g y‘, aŽ . Ž
x t s 3.11Ž . Ž .U½ w xx t t g a, c ,Ž .
c c ŽŽ . n.then X x converges to X x in C y‘, b ; R . In correspondence withn
Ž c .c, X x there exist positive constants d, r and a Kamke-type function g :
w x ŽŽ . n. Ž . Ž .c, c q d = C y‘, b ; R “ R satisfying the conditions 3.3a ] 3.3e .
c c ŽŽ . n. Ž .Since X x converges to X x in C y‘, b ; R and x is equicontin-n n n
w xuous on c, c q d , there are d , 0 - d F d, and n g N such that1 1 0
r
cqd c1X x : n G n ; B X x ; . 4n 0 ž /2
It is not restrictive to assume that n s 1. Let V be the d-oscillation of0 d
Ž cqd1 .X x , i.e.,n n
< cqd1 cqd1 <V s sup X x t y X x s ;Ž . Ž .d n n
< <tys -d
ngN
Ž . w xnote that, from the equicontinuity of x in a, c q d , if d “ 0 thenn n 1
Ž . w xV “ 0. Now we prove that x converges uniformly on c, c q d . Putd n n 1
x0 t g y‘, aŽ
w t sŽ .m , n ½ < < w xx t y x t t g a, c q d ,Ž . Ž .m n 1
xkw t s sup w t q V : m , n G k t g y‘, c q d .Ž . Ž . 4 Žk m , n Žbya.r2 1
Ž . w xSince x is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on a, c q d , alson n 1
Ž . w xw is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on a, c q d . Moreover,k k 1
Ž . Ž . w xit is clear that 0 F w t F w t for every t g a, c q d and everyk ky1 1
Ž . w xk g N, and hence, the sequence w converges pointwise on a, c q d .k k 1
Ž . w xTherefore, w converges uniformly to a function w on a, c q d whichk k 1
Ž x w Ž . w xxis zero in y‘, c since x converges uniformly in a, c .n n
w xThis limit function w is absolutely continuous in c, c q d . Indeed,1
Ž .from the condition c for f , there exists a locally integrable function m:2
w . q Ž . t Ž . wa, b “ R ; then, H t s H m s ds is absolutely continuous in c, c q0 t0
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xd . From the definition of w , we have1 k
< < < <w t y w s F sup w t y w sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k m , n m , n
m , nGk
t tm nF sup f ¤ , X d¤ y f ¤ , X d¤Ž . Ž .H H¤ , x Ž¤ . ¤ , x Ž¤ .m n
s sm , nGk
< <F 2 H t y H s ,Ž . Ž .
which implies
< < < <w t y w s F 2 H t y H s ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .hence w is absolutely continuous in c, c q d . Clearly w g B 0; 2 r for1 k
Ž .kevery k such that V - r, and therefore also w g B 0; 2 r .Žbya.r2
Ž . Ž .From the conditions 3.3b and 3.3d and the footnote to the relation
Ž .3.8 , we get
my 1 ny1f s, X y f s, XŽ . Ž .s , x Ž s. s , x Ž s.my 1 ny1
< my 1 ny1 <F g s, X y X F g s, zŽ .Ž .s , x Ž s. s , x Ž s. ky2my 1 ny1
w x Ž . Ž .for a.e. s g c, c q d and every m, n G k, where z t s 3 sup w t .1 k t gw a, t x k
Ž .Indeed, from the footnote to the relation 3.8 , we derive that
my 1i tmy1X s y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .t , x Ž t . my2 my1my 1 ž /2
my 1i tF x s y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .my 1 my2 my1ž /2
and
ny1i tny1X s y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .t , x Ž t . ny2 ny1ny 1 ž /2
ny1i tF x s y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .ny1 ny2 ny1ž /2
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Ž .and therefore we get it is not restrictive to assume m ) n
my 1 ny1X s y X sŽ . Ž .t , x Ž t . t , x Ž t .my 1 ny1
F x s y x sŽ . Ž .my 1 my2
my 1i tq x s y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .my 2 my2 my1ž /2
my 1 my1i it tq x a q b y a y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .my 2 ny2my1 my1ž / ž /2 2
my 1 ny1i it tq x a q b y a y x a q b y aŽ . Ž .ny2 ny2my1 ny1ž / ž /2 2
ny1i tq x a q b y a y x sŽ . Ž .ny2 ny2ny1ž /2
q x s y x sŽ . Ž .ny2 ny1
F 3V k q w s q w sŽ . Ž .Žbya.r2 my2, my1 ny2, ny1
imy 1tq w a q b y aŽ .my 2, ny2 my1ž /2
F z s .Ž .ky2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we show that z t converges pointwise to z t s 3 sup w s ;k sgw a, t x
w xindeed, since w “ w uniformly in a, c q d then given e ) 0 therek 1
U U < Ž . Ž . <exists k such that for every k ) k we have w t y w t - e for everyk
w x U w xt g a, c q d . Assume that there exists a t g a, c q d such that1 1
z tU ) lim inf z tU .Ž . Ž .k
k
Ž U . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .U U U UThus, z t s 3w u with u g a, c q d ; since 3w u F z u wet t 1 k t k t
have
z tU s 3w u U s lim 3w u U F lim inf z u U ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t k t k t
k k
which gives a contradiction. Thus,
w xz t F lim inf z t for every t g a, c q d .Ž . Ž .k 1
k
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U w xFurthermore, assume that there exists a t g a, c q d such that1
z tU - lim sup z tU s lim z tU s Q,Ž . Ž . Ž .k k llk
Ž . Ž U .for a suitable subsequence z . It is not restrictive to assume z t -k ll
Ž U . k l w U xUz t for every l. Then, for every l there exists a u g a, t such thatk tl
Ž U . Ž k l.Uz t s 3w u and given e ) 0 we havek k tl l
e
k kl lU Uw u y w u - ,Ž . Ž .k t tl 6
e
k lUQ y 3w u -Ž .k tl 2
for l sufficiently large. Thus,
k k k kl l l lU U U UQ y 3w u F Q y 3w u q 3 w u y w u F e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t k t k t tl l
Ž U .and for the arbitrariness of e we have Q F z t , which gives a contradic-
Ž . Ž . w xtion. This proves that z t G lim sup z t for every t g a, c q d ; there-k k 1
Ž . Ž . w xfore z t “ z t for every t g a, c q d .k 1
Ž .From the condition 3.3c , we have that if D t ) 0 is sufficiently small
w x w x w xthen t, t q D t ; c, c q d , a is integrable over t, t q D t and1
w xg s, w F a s for a.e. s g t , t q D t and for sufficiently large k .Ž . Ž .ky1
Ž . Ž . w xThus, from 3.3b and 3.3d , for t g c, c q d and for sufficiently small1
D t ) 0, we get
< <x t q D t y x t q D t y x t q x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n m n
tqD t my 1 ny1F f s, X y f s, X dsH Ž . Ž .s , x Ž s. s , x Ž s.my 1 ny1
t
tqD t my 1 my1F g s, X y X dsH Ž .s , x Ž s. s , x s.my 1 ny1
t
tqD t
F g s, z dsŽ .H ky2
t
for m, n G k, with k sufficiently large; therefore,
tqD t
< <w t q D t y w t F g s, z ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk k ky2
t
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Letting k “ q‘, we obtain, from the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem,
tqD t
< <w t q D t y w t F g s, z ds. 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
t
Ž .Dividing both sides of 3.14 by D t and letting D t “ 0, we get
dz dw
F 3 F 3g t , z for a.e. t g c, c q d .Ž . Ž .1dy dt
Ž x w xSince z ’ 0 on y‘, c , from Theorem 3.2 we get z ’ 0 on c, c q d .1
Ž . w xThis implies that the sequence x converges uniformly on c, c q d ,n n 1
which contradicts the definition of c. Thus, we have c s b.
Ž . USince x converges uniformly to a continuous function x on everyn n
w .compact interval of a, b , we put
xf t t g y‘, aŽ . Ž
x t sŽ .0 U½ wx t t g a, b .Ž . .
The last step is to prove that
X n “ X t x in C y‘, b ; Rn .Ž .Ž .t , x Ž t . 0n
Indeed,
< n <X s y x sŽ . Ž .t , x Ž t . nn
< < n¡x s y x s a F s F tŽ . Ž .ny1 n t
n n n n~< < < <x s y x t q x t y x t s g t , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F Žn n t n t ny1 t t
n¢ < <q x t y x tŽ .Ž .ny1 t n
Ž . Ž n .and therefore, from the convergence of x , we infer that X andn n t, x Ž t . nn
Ž .x converge to the same limit.n n
Thus, since




x t “ x t s f a q f s, x ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn 0 0
a
Ž .which shows that x is a solution of CP .0
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4. THE APPROXIMATION OF A FUNCTIONAL CAUCHY
PROBLEM IS A GENERIC PROPERTY
Despite the conditions stated by Theorem 3.3, the number of functions f
Ž .for which the related Cauchy problem CP is approximated by a sequence
of nonfunctional Cauchy problems is actually very big. What follows is
necessary for introducing a suitable framework for valuating such a num-
ber.
w xIn 6, 7 the author introduced the following space of CaratheodoryÂ
w .functions. Let X be the space of all the functions f : a, b =
ŽŽ . n. nC y‘, b ; R “ R satisfying the following properties:
Ž . Ž .x.1 f satisfies the Volterra property ¤ ;
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . n.x.2 f ?, x is measurable for each fixed x g C y‘, b ; R ;
Ž . Ž . w .x.3 f t, ? is continuous for a.e. t g a, b , uniformly with respect
to t;
Ž . f w .x.4 there exists a locally essentially bounded function m : a, b “
Rq such that0
< < f nwf t , x F m t for a.e. t g a, b and every x g C y‘, b ; R .Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .
Ž .Let t , a - t - b, be a monotone sequence converging to b. Forn n n
w .every n g N, we define a function P : X “ 0, q‘ byn
< <P f s supess sup f t , x ;Ž . Ž .n
nw x ŽŽ . .tg a , t xgC y‘ , b ; Rn
Ž .note that, from x.4 , P is well defined for every n g N.n
Given f , g g X, let us write
f ; g if and only if P f y g s 0 for every n g N. 4.1Ž . Ž .n
Ž .It is clear that 4.1 is an equivalence relation on X which partitions X
into equivalence classes. In the following, we will identify X with the space
of all the equivalence classes of X. Under this assumption, P is an
seminorm on X for every n g N. We endow X with the coarser topology,
compatible with the algebraic structure of X, in which every seminorm Pn
is continuous. Endowed with this topology, X is a metrizable locally
convex topological vector space.
A metric which induces such a topology on X can be defined by
‘ 1
d f , g s inf 1, P f y g . 4.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝX nn2ns1
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w xFollowing Lemma 1.1 of 6 , it is straightforward to derive that the metric
Ž .space X, d is complete.X
The following class of functions will be the skeleton in X of the
functions for which the nonfunctional approximation holds.
DEFINITION 4.1. A function f g X is said to be locally Lipschitzian in
ŽŽ . n. Ž .x g C y‘, b ; R with respect to the functional argument if there is a0
neighborhood U of x and a locally essentially bounded function l f :0 U
w . qa, b “ R such that0
< < f t tL f t , x y f t , y F l t d X x , X yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x U0
w .for every x, y g U and for a.e. t g a, b .
Ž .We denote by X the set of all f g X which satisfies L for every0 x 0
ŽŽ . n.x g C y‘, b ; R ; for every f g X the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are0 0
Ž .satisfied, and so the Cauchy problem CP related to f is approximable;
Ž . w . ŽŽ . n.indeed, for each t , x g a, b = C y‘, b ; R , it is sufficient to define0 0
as Kamke function
g t , x s l f t d X t x , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .BŽ x ; r .0
for a suitable r ) 0.
w xFollowing Lemma 2.3 of 6 we can prove that the set of all f g X which
Ž .satisfies the condition L is a meager set in X ; furthermore, from thex 0w xproof of Lemma 2.4 of 6 , we derive easily that the set X is dense in X.0
w x Ž .Remark 4.2. From Theorem 2.1 of 6 the problem CP has the
Ž .continuous dependence property on X, that is if f is a sequence ofk k
functions in X converging to a function f g X whose related Cauchy
Ž .problem CP has a unique solution x , then there is a solution x of the0 k
Ž .functional Cauchy problem related to f such that the sequence xk k k
ŽŽ . n.converges in C y‘, b ; R to x .0
The next theorem gives a quantitative measure of the number of
Ž .functions f g X whose related functional Cauchy problem CP is approx-
imable.
Ž x nTHEOREM 4.3. Let f: y‘, a “ R be a continuous function. Let X be
Ž . Ž .the space of functions defined by x.1 ] x.4 and with the topology induced by
the complete metric d . Then, the set X U of all the functions f g X for whichX
Ž .the related CP problem has uniqueness is of second category in X and the
Ž .related CP problem is approximated by a sequence of nonfunctional Cauchy
problem.
w xProof. From Theorem 4.2 of 7 , the uniqueness is a generic property in
X. Let X U be the second category subset of X for which there is
uniqueness; then, for the density problem of X , given f g X U there exists0
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Ž .a sequence of functions g ; X such that g “ f in X. From Theoremk k 0 k
3.3 the Cauchy problem related to g is approximated by a sequence ofk
nonfunctional Cauchy problems. Thus, in virtue of Remark 4.2, with a
simple diagonal argument it is straightforward to derive that the functional
Cauchy problem related to f is even approximable.
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